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Overview from SU VP Union Development 2018-19
As the Students’ Union moves forward on our new strategy, ensuring that work on Environmental Sustainability remains central to our

Overview from
SU VP Union
Development
2018-19

Our Strategy for
2018-19

operations and a priority in everything that we do is vital.
The students’ union environmental projects team have had another really successful year of engaging students in issues they’re
passionate about and allowing students to lead their own campaigns to improve the Students’ Union, the University and our local
community. With collaborations with Full Time Officers on seasonal vegetable give aways, taking action with the colleges on food waste,
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and tree planting in collaboration with the Restoring Hardknott Forest Project; the variety of activity has been amazing to see.
Launching our updated Environmental Sustainability Policy and Strategy were big steps this year in continuing our commitment to doing
our bit to help the planet, and provide educative campaigns for students on how they can make a difference. This will be the platform
going forward for our student activists, college, part-time and full-time officers to make their voice heard on climate change, food waste,
transport, energy management and so much more.

Environmental
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Vision & 2018-19
Targets

Environmental
Sustainability
highlights 2018-19
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The Future!

Appendix 1:
Outcomes of Our
Work; Case Studies

Personally, I would love to see more campaigns around how climate change is an issue intersecting with race, gender, sexuality, poverty
and so much more. Climate change will hit those already disadvantaged the hardest and awareness campaigns to start the conversation
are really needed.

Matty Robinson
VP Union Development 2018-19
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As a democratic member-based organisation, collaboration is our key

Our Strategy for 2018-19

strength. Connections with national networks are critical to ensure we
keep up to date with best practice and emerging trends. As an affiliated
member of the National Union of Students, we work closely with the

The conclusion of the 2018-19 academic year is the first step in an exciting new direction for your
students’ union on the environmental sustainability agenda. It also marks ten years of collaboration with
Lancaster University on the Green Lancaster initiative. Throughout this first decade we have championed

NUS Sustainability team on the delivery of several programmes. In
association with Lancaster University, we are a member of The Alliance

The strategy identifies three core goals:

for Sustainability Leadership in Education (EAUC).

student-led sustainability initiatives and facilitated significant innovations and success stories across all
aspects of the Green Lancaster priority areas of agriculture and biodiversity, resources and the circular
economy, mobility and transport and Energy supply and consumption. Our strategy 2018-19 sets out our
current priorities and delivery mechanisms. Generally we will facilitate existing student-led sustainability
activities whilst creating the opportunity for wider and increased student campaigning and engagement
on sustainability and embedding sustainability as a core priority across all aspects of our organisational
operations.

Green Lancaster Priority Agendas:
Agriculture
and Biodiversity

#EatLocal

Resources and
the Circular Economy

#DontDitchIt

Mobility
and Transport

#GreenOnTheGo

Energy Supply
and Consumption

To position Lancaster
University Students’ Union at
the forefront of discussion and
delivery of the Sustainable
Development agenda at
Lancaster University.

To ensure that students’ union
operations reflect current best
practice on environmental
sustainability across the Green
Lancaster priority areas of
agriculture and biodiversity,
resources and the circular
economy, mobility and transport
and Energy supply and
consumption.

Our priority projects and
campaigns on environmental
sustainability will be set
through consultation with our
membership and delivery by
our student-led Environmental
Projects Team.

#ChooseAJumper
*Student Eats & Green Impact are both NUS projects
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2. Engage 350 students in environmental
sustainability activities.
Host at least 10 events with the ‘Lancaster
University’ community.

Environmental Sustainability:
Our Vision & 2018-19 Targets

Our vision is for Lancaster University to be a place where our
students can feel a sense of belonging and know that their
students’ union is a positive force for change driven by their
collective interests and welfare. Environmental sustainability is
accepted globally by most governments, companies and non-

3. Encourage and support the
development or implementation of ten
student ideas or campaigns.

Support our student societies with a focus on
environmental sustainability societies.

1. Our environmental sustainability
activities fully reflect the diversity
of the Lancaster student body and
everyone feels they can engage
with and contribute to the agenda.

4. Collaborate with the University to
develop the facilities at the EcoHub
and promote wider use of the site for
University environmental sustainability
learning opportunities and events.

governmental organisations (NGO’s) as being critical to the longterm prosperity of human life on our planet. It is more important
than ever that the relationships between human activity and
natural processes are balanced. With these principles in mind, we
are aiming for environmental sustainability as a core operating
principle across all aspects of our vision as a students’union.
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6. Collaborate with academic
departments to facilitate
Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) across
the curriculum and actively
campaign for ESD to be
embedded across the whole
Lancaster curriculum.

5. Students engaged with
environmental sustainability
societies, projects and
campaigns believe that the
union considers environmental
sustainability as a priority issue.
Support various areas of the
union with the implementation
of sustainability objectives.
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Environmental Sustainability highlights 2018-19
Your students’ union continues to collaborate with Lancaster University on the Green
Lancaster initiative. This year, the quantity and diversity of projects, events and campaigns
has reached new levels with a range of exciting initiatives across the Green Lancaster priority
agenda areas.
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Sustainability
Conference

Our Environmental Projects
Team hosted our first annual
Sustainability Conference to
democratically determine the
priorities of our membership. Our
2018-19 action plan and programme
was built around this consultation.

EcoHub
In partnership with the University,
further developments in the facilities
at the Green Lancaster EcoHub
to enhance the space as a unique
learning and social space for
environmental sustainability events,
student socieities and teaching and
research workshops.

Student
leadership and
development
Continued investment in Student
leadership and development as
the core delivery mechanism for
our activities. The eleven-strong
‘Environmental Projects Team’
collaborated on the delivery of our
exciting sustainability programme.

47

Core o
p

970 students, staff & community
members took part in environmental
sustainability initiatives led by the
union.

1
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Delivery of 47 events or educational
visits with a focus on the environmental
sustainability agenda. Activities ranging
from ‘Restoring Hardknott Forest to
uncovering the journey of Lancashire’s
waste through the local authority waste
and recycling system.

Working to embed sustainability
as a core operational principle
across all areas of the students’
union. This includes work to reduce
plastic packaging in our retail and
Sugarhouse services and new
internal environmental sustainability
policy. As a result of this work, we
have stepped up to NUS Green
Impact ‘Very Good’

iple
inc

970

ST

Events

10 Workshops
5 Departments
239 Students
Embedding environmental
sustainability across the Lancaster
University curriculum through
providing ten engaging workshops
for five departments reaching 239
students.
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Tracking Progress against 2018-19 Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
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Environmental Sustainability Strategy KPI

2018-19 Achievements

Engage 350 students in environmental sustainability activities supported by the Students’ Union.

As of early July 2019, 970 students have been engaged in our environmental sustainability activities.

Our environmental sustainability activities fully reflect the diversity of the Lancaster student body and everyone
feels they can engage with and contribute to the agenda.

Our activities remain open and accessible to all members of the University community with little or no prerequisites or prior skills/knowledge required to engage.

Students engaged with environmental sustainability societies, projects and campaigns believe that the union
considers environmental sustainability as a priority issue.

We ran our first Sustainability Ideas Mini-Conference and Environmental Sustainability survey and focus groups
to establish baselines on perceptions of our work. 93% of those surveyed believed we should take more action
on sustainability. Democratic voting at conference determined our action plan for 2018-19

Encourage and support the development or implementation of ten student ideas or campaigns.

Following our Sustainability Ideas Mini-Conference, 16 student-led ideas and campaign events were facilitated
by our Environmental Projects team.

Host at least 10 events that engage the ‘Lancaster University’ community (our community includes the Lancaster
campus, City and Region or Lancaster overseas-based campuses).

We hosted 47 events focussing on a range of environmental sustainability themes throughout the year.

The students’ union will collaborate with academic departments to facilitate Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) across the curriculum and actively campaign for ESD to be embedded across the whole
Lancaster curriculum.

Working with five academic departments at Lancaster, we delivered ten teaching module partnership events with
a remit of providing module-specific context on environmental sustainability.

Work in collaboration with the University to develop the facilities at the EcoHub and promote wider use of the
site for University environmental sustainability learning opportunities and events.

Glass panel doors were fitted to the EcoHub barn ready for the start of the 2018-19 academic year. Along with
external stonework repairs, pointing and weatherproofing, these have created a more welcoming internal
environment at the barn. Externally, new pathways and a lean-to structure are helping to provide circulation and
storage space for an expanding use of the barn and EcoHub.

The Students’ Union will support five environmental sustainability societies.

The students’ union has identified eleven societies with a specific remit or focus on environmental and or social
sustainability. Going forward we need to expand our support to these groups and embed sustainability as a core
value across all societies.

Work pro-actively to implement environmental sustainability policy and process throughout the year in order to
achieve the NUS Green Impact ‘Very Good’ standard.

The students’ union has achieved NUS Green Impact ‘Very Good’ standard in 2018-19.

Support various areas of the union with the implementation of sustainability objectives.

Our environmental sustainability team has undertaken audit and project support work with the retail,
communications and marketing, housing and Sugarhouse teams to reduce impact and improve environmental
sustainability across the organisation.
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Challenges
The Future

We recognise the unparalleled importance and stand with the conclusions of the InternationalPanel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5C (October 2018) and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) Global Assessment of Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (May 2019). However we must also

In 2019-20 we will continue to prioritise environmental sustainability as a core educational

recognise that the Higher Education sector faces other social-political challenges that will implicate on the short and long-term

and operational value of the students’ union. The context of the recent surge in profile

future for the environmental sustainability agenda. Uncertainty around the UK’s future relationship with the European Union and as

of this agenda across society nationally and globally sets the context for the level

a direct and indirect result of this, Central Government policy changes on Higher Education funding for both teaching and research

of importance that it must be given by all institutions, companies, organisations and

are both incredibly important factors to consider. We aim to stay informed and prepared for change, equipped with evidence based

governments. The Youth Climate and Ecological Emergency movement has demonstrated

solutions fit for the sustainable wellbeing society that we want to see.

that the call to affirmative action is long-overdue and must now be given utmost priority in
order to avoid devastating Climate Change and Ecological breakdown.
As a students’ union, we will continue to put students and their priorities at the heart of our
delivery strategy for environmental sustainability. For 2019-20 we will recruit and deploy
our student-led environmental sustainability team. This team will coordinate the second
annual Sustainability Conference early in the academic year to determine the core projects,

Contact Us

events and campaigns that we will support through the academic year.
To discuss any aspect of the our environmental sustainability work, pitch an idea or get involved please make contact with us via
Demanding an affirmative, robust and transformative responseto the Climate Crisis from

our website or e-mail help@lancastersu.co.uk

the University is likely to feature strongly and we will ensure that our students’ voices
are heard in any discussion forums or strategic decision-making groups that emerge in
response to this.

Lancaster University Students’ Union
Bowland College, Bailrigg,Lancaster, LA1 4YT
Tel: 01524 593765, Fax: 01524 594029
Registered Charity Number 1172269
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Encouraging Lower Carbon International Travel; Pendle @DTU Green Challenge 2019

Appendix 1: Outcomes of Our Work; Case Studies
The outcomes of our work during the 2018-19 range from clear positive impact on environmental sustainability to fostering significant community engagement
and student development.

Mobility and transport underpin our modern-day, connected

University Facilities and Global Experiences, we supported five

society. We recognise the educational value of global collaboration

students from Pendle College (the winners of this years’ Nine-

whilst being critically aware of its dependency on fossil fuel based

Colleges Sustainability Challenge) with a low-carbon travel fund so

transport and the associated carbon emissions. Aviation poses a

that they could attend the Danish Technical University (DTU) Green

specific challenge in the context of the Climate Emergency and

Challenge in June 2019 and pitch their low-carbon clothes drying

our students are increasingly concerned about the dichotomy

idea to the judges. 35 hours from Lancaster, via six trains and

of the situation. Our Lower Carbon International Travel project

several northern European cities, the team reached Copenhagen

aimed to tackle this issue head-on. In collaboration with Lancaster

(and back) without stepping foot onto an aeroplane.

Embedding Student Voice in Sustainability;
Sustainability Ideas Mini-Conference
As a democratic, member-led organisation, it is important that our priorities reflect
those of our student membership. In order to ensure genuine student voice in our
work, the Environmental Projects Team ran our first annual Sustainability (ideas
mini-) Conference in November 2018. This event prioritised our action plan for the
programme of 47 projects, events and campaigns that followed throughout the rest of
the academic year. Our programme ensured diversity of activity across all four Green
Lancaster priority agenda areas. These outcomes, as well as wider organisational,
student development and educational outcomes are described through the following
series of case studies.
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Promoting the Circular Economy; re-thinking the concept of ‘waste’
Net-Carbon Zero and the British Landscape;
Restoring Hardknott Forest and Lancaster University’s Forest of the Future
Increasingly, landscape restoration through native tree planting

Students took part in a day trip and two-day residential weekend,

is being promoted as one of the most critical responses to the

removing non-native plantation forestry and planting/assisting the

Climate and Ecological Emergency. Trees are a Natural Climate

regeneration of native deciduous trees within the 600 hectare site.

Solution and are critical for the sequestration of difficult emissions
(such as aviation). At the same time, natural deciduous woodland

Closer to home, we took a leading role on the planning and delivery

in the UK as the climatic climax vegetation restores Ecosystem

of Lancaster University’s Forest of the Future programme based

Services for thriving biodiversity. Given the importance of this

at the Forest Hills site. Our students and local community partners

agenda, it is not surprising that our members consider tree planting

came together to plant 2000 trees on site during a blustery week in

as a critical aspect of the students’ union’s sustainability work.

March 2019. A strategic and long-term commitment to this project

This year we teamed up with Leeds University and their Restoring

presents significant potential to contribute towards Lancaster

Hardknott Forest Project based in the Duddon Valley, Cumbria.

University achieving net-carbon zero emissions in the near future.

‘Waste management’ has a long-standing association with environmental work. Global best practice
has led to the development of the ‘hierarchy of waste’ where processes higher in the hierarchy should
be prioritised over those lower down on the basis of overall lifecycle energy efficiency:
•

Waste prevention/elimination

•

Commodity or materials re-use

•

Recycling and composting

•

Recovery

•

Disposal

More recently, the conversation is moving towards achieving a zero-waste society through the Circular
Economy. Material waste and inefficient use of resources has received significant national and global
media attention. This has included a number of high-profile documentaries demonstrating the serious
challenges facing the marine environment and food-chain impacts resulting from plastic pollution. Our
sustainability conference identified these issues as a priority for the University and Union to tackle.
Confusion has emerged about the varying recycling schemes across the UK and the final destination
for various materials. In response to this, we provided a series of fact-finding visits to track the
‘journey of everyday waste and recycling’ materials from Lancaster University. Groups visited the
Lancashire County Council Waste Transfer station at Middleton (near Morecambe) and Materials
Recovery Facility (MRF) at Leyland to see first hand the process for household waste and kerbside
recycling. A separate visit to the A1 Supa Skips site in Lancaster provided further detail on bulky and
construction waste recycling and for recyclables from Lancaster University’s residences. Following
these visits, our Environmental Projects team were able to focus their Circular Economy campaigns
on campus, such as the #BringYourOwn Lunchbox campaign for take-away outlets on campus and the
#PendlesPeelings food waste composting trial.
The students’ union has a long-history of promoting the Circular Economy through delivering the
#DontDitchIt, donate it project in partnership with the University. In 2018, the project provided
donations of over 43 tonnes of household items to 37 local charities and community groups. Student
development and employment is core to this project with 23 student staff working on the project
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between April and October 2018.
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Energy; the Supply, Demand and Efficiency agenda
Driving renewable energy supply, reducing demand and promoting efficiency is a critical component
of the decarbonisation agenda that all governments and institutions need to prioritise in the context
of the Climate and Ecological emergency. The energy sector accounted for approximately 30% of UK
domestic carbon emissions in 2018. Lancaster University has made significant progress in this agenda
through its Carbon Management plan. The students’ union has found the demand reduction agenda
a difficult challenge on campus. The context of this is all-inclusive lets in the student accommodation
and the dilution effect leading to challenges quantifying end-user savings in such large-scale systems
such as the campus district heating network and HV electricity distribution system. However with
University support, we have provided on-campus based Lancaster student residents with the opportunity
to take part in the National Union of Students (NUS) Student Switch Off Energy and Climate Change

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD); Teaching Module Partnerships
Sustainable Development is a multi-disciplinary concept. Positive

module partnerships with the departments of Organisation Work

change in sustainable development will only come about through

and Technology, Lancaster Environment Centre, Politics, Philosophy

robust education in the various dimensions of sustainability, right

and Religion, Management Science and Business and Management.

across the curriculum. We have been working with an increasing

Activities ranged from interactive sessions looking at the historical

range of academic departments at Lancaster over the past few years

context and various dimensions of sustainability and practical,

to ensure that sustainable development is embedded into teaching

outdoor, experiential learning sessions focussed on one of the Green

modules across the board. This year, we delivered ten teaching

Lancaster priority agenda areas.

engagement competition during the 2017-18 and 2018-19 academic years. This rewards engagement in
quiz challenges and student resident group solutions to reducing energy demand through switching off,
turning down and putting on layers in the on-campus residences.

Community Engagement; Student Societies & ‘Green Lancaster’ Events,
Campaigns, Trips, Projects
Our new strategy is focussed on putting student priorities at the heart of what we do. Our sustainability
work follows this agenda by appointing a student-led Environmental Projects Team to deliver our
programme of practical events, campaigns, trips and projects. Student project ideas with sufficient
critical mass and long-term interest within the student community are the basis of all 175 Lancaster SU
affiliated societies. At least 11 of these societies have specific focus on the issues of environmental and
social sustainability. This year, we’re delighted that a long term students’ union catalyst project, Edible
Campus, has completed its first full year as a thriving student-led society with 55 members. Edible
Campus, based at the Green Lancaster EcoHub, showcases the best practices in sustainable food
production and consumption through practical food growing, produce markets and social activities.
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Organisational Best-Practice; Embedding Sustainability
across the Students’ Union
In order to embrace environmental sustainability as a genuine
operating value of the students’ union, it is important that we critique
all of our practices and operations and get everyone on board with
the changes that are required. Sustainability is multi-disciplinary and
there is environmental impact across all aspects of our work from
procurement and retail to marketing and IT. As a key starting point, we
re-evaluated the environmental impact across our organisation via an
Impact Assessment in April 2019. This has drawn in on our baselines
and enables prioritisation of change-projects on areas of highest
impact. Many areas of our organisation have also been involved with
more detailed impact assessments and audits of existing practice. Two
stand-out examples of this are our Retail operations and Sugarhouse
(nightclub). Our organisational change project in these two areas has
specifically focussed on materials consumption, lifecycle analysis,
procurement and elevating circular economy practices. For example,
at Central Stores, the team have worked with food suppliers to cut
single-use packaging on loose fruit and vegetables, introduced glass/
re-fillable milk bottles with a deposit scheme, introduced a 20p bag
charge and bag re-use dispensers around the store. Early success
stories and significant staff engagement in the organisational change
project clearly identify the potential for this remaining a core project in
coming years
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Ellie Wills, BSc Environmental Science (Study Abroad) 2018,
Lancaster Environment Centre

Student Employability; ‘Green Lancaster Graduates’
Student development and employability has always rbeen a priority of the students’ union for
delivery of our environmental sustainability work. We have always ensured that our project
are led by students and provide opportunities for students to obtain valuable employment

Before getting joining the ‘Green Lancaster’ team, did you volunteer on

What were the biggest challenges you faced in your role(s) on the Green

projects? What was it that caught your eye?

Lancaster team?

I volunteered for the university’s sustainability team when I studied abroad and

Probably the biggest challenge was becoming a supervisor during DDIDI, because

returned to Lancaster seeking a similar opportunity; I found out about Green

leading a team was new to me. However the team were wonderful and we all shared

Lancaster and realised what great work they were doing, so of course I wanted

the same purpose and excitement so it was a safe space for me to understand how I

to get involved! I spent the first term helping run a small-scale student project

‘lead’ and have a good time along the way.

promoting Fairtrade and volunteering at the EcoHub, and I thought the community
was lovely there. Green Lancaster had such a good range of projects and really
facilitated students getting involved so I applied to be a member of the team – the
rest is history!

alongside the studies at Lancaster University. In 2018-19 our student ‘Environmental Projects

How has being part of the ‘Green Lancaster’ team prepared you for your
post-University life?
I definitely would not have got my current job without being a part of the Green

Team’ consisted of up to eleven passionate individuals, delivering the full range of projects,

What student staff role(s) did you hold with the University and Students’

events and campaigns. As a tried and tested model over the last ten years, there are many

Lancaster team! It offered me so many experiences, personally and professionally,

Union on the Green Lancaster initiative?

that I would not have got otherwise. It developed the skills and knowledge I need

‘Green Lancaster graduates’ who are now in full time employment, following conclusion of

and connected me with like-minded people so I could share and grow my passion for

their studies at Lancaster. Many of our graduates actively seek full-time employment at the

Firstly I was the Energy Projects Team Member, helping to run the NUS Student

sustainability. It also helped me work out what kind of job I want, and what jobs are

forefront of the environmental sustainability agenda with various government agencies and

Switch Off in its first year at Lancaster University, and then I was the Don’t Ditch It

available, which made job-searching a whole lot easier.

non-governmental organisations. This year, we caught up with two of our recent graduates to

Donate It Project Supervisor over summer.

find out what they’re up to now and how their work on ‘Green Lancaster’ initiatives at Lancaster
University helped them on their career pathway.

Where are you now and a very brief overview of your work..?
What was the best thing about the role(s) you held with the University and
Students’ Union on Green Lancaster projects?

I’m the Sustainability Support Officer for the Sustainability Team at Bournemouth
University. I work on staff and student engagement, embedding sustainability in the

The roles were the perfect door to entering into this kind of field as a career. Darren

curriculum, Fairtrade, waste reduction (so many bins!) and any other sustainability

and the team always created a comfortable atmosphere so I was able to ask lots of

activity that pops up.

questions, was trusted to put my own ideas into action and subsequently developed
my skills, knowledge and work experience massively. Plus, they were great fun!
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Sam Speight, BSc Physical Geography 2017 & MSc Environment and
Development 2018, Lancaster Environment Centre

What were the biggest challenges you faced in your role(s) on the Green Lancaster team?
Adapting to change and learning new skills. For example, I had little prior business experience. However, once produce
sales became a key revenue source for the project, organising the processing of produce (harvest/clean/weighting),
transport it to market, organising for members to run the stall and sales/commercial awareness skills to price goods

Before getting joining the ‘Green Lancaster’ team, did you volunteer on projects?

correctly, sell to the public and plan the following weeks market became key tasks.

What was it that caught your eye?
Having ran the market operation over a period of approx 2 years, I feel much more confident selling to the public,
I volunteered at edible campus for a year prior to joining as a student staff member. Having been

planning and adapting to maximise profits and running a complex operation.

involved for a year, I wanted to take on more responsibility & be involved in decision making to
shape the direction of the project.

How has being part of the ‘Green Lancaster’ team prepared you for your post-University life?

What student staff role(s) did you hold with the University and Students’ Union on

The experience was absolutely key for my successful application to the National Trust. It developed and allowed me to

the Green Lancaster initiative?

demonstrate key skills, such as volunteer engagement and project planning.

Edible Campus Project Team Member for approximately three years.

Green Lancaster also gave me an insight into how an organisation is structured and managed, and can best utilise the
skills of its members.

What was the best thing about the role(s) you held with the University and Students’

It showed me what the key skills of an effective project co-ordinator are, which I am applying to my new role.

Union on Green Lancaster projects?

Additionally, I have found the experience of working with a diverse group of students very valuable. As well as
making good friends, it has greatly improved my people management skills and allowed me to understand a range of

Working with our members to deliver real change to the local campus environment. Whether that

perspectives.

was planting 150 fruit trees or building the 50 vegetable beds, the positive effect of our work will
benefit students for years to come.

Where are you now and a very brief overview of your work..?

My own skills and abilities greatly benefited from my time at Green Lancaster, particularly my

Project Co-Ordinator for the Riverlands Programme at the National trust. I work with the community & a range of

confidence and leadership.

partners to improve the health, accessibility and long term care of the Bollin Catchment (inc the Upper Mersey, Goyt and
Sinderland Brook) stretching 27 miles from Macclesfield to Partington in North Cheshire.
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lancastersu.co.uk
LancasterSU

Find us on
WeChat

LancasterSU
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‘Lancaster SU’

